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Abstract 
 
We propose two necessary sufficient (NS) criteria to decide the separability 
of quantum states. They follow from two independent ideas: i) the Bloch-
sphere-like-representation of states and ii) the proportionality of lines (rows, 
columns etc.) of certain multimatrix [1] associated with states. The second 
criterion proposes a natural way to determine the possible partial (or total, 
when possible) factorization of given multipartite state and in a sense can be 
used to determine the structure of the entanglement. We also introduce three 
entanglement measures based on the proposed new characterizations of 
entanglement. We then discuss the second criterion mentioned above in the 
language of density matrix which is an inevitable language especially for 
mixed states. We develop factorization algorithm for quantum states 
comprising a useful technique to express any given quantum state as a 
product of maximally entangled factors. Finally, we discuss algorithm in the 
last section which is useful to speedup the factorization process. 
 
1. Introduction: The existence of a particle in superposition through 
simultaneous nonzero probability of existence in the multitude of 
independent basis states of the associated Hilbert space and the existence 
of a system of more than one particles in the entanglement through the 
existence of system of more than one particles in nonfactorable 
superposition of basis vectors of tensor product space formed by the 
tensor product of associated Hilbert spaces are the two counterintuitive 
and nonclassical features of quantum mechanics. It is the entanglement 
which is the basis for emerging technologies related to quantum 
information processing and is thought to be the reason behind the 
exponential speedup offered by the quantum computers over the classical 
computers.   
                              The task set in the abstract will be accomplished in the 
two independent approaches: i) the Bloch-sphere-like-representation of 
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states and ii) the proportionality of lines (rows, columns etc.) of certain 
multimatrix [1] associated with states. The first way opens up through the 
idea of generalized Bloch sphere. We begin with a representation, 
which can be appropriately called the Bloch-sphere-like-representation. 
We provide it for bipartite as well as multipartite pure as well as mixed 
quantum states and obtain the separable states as a “solution set” of 
certain set of equations that follow from such a representation. Thus, 
from the Bloch-sphere-like-representation we can determine exactly the 
states which are separable, and consequently, all states other than these 
are entangled. This Bloch-sphere-like-representation further reveals that 
by treating the coefficients of an entangled state as functions of time we 
see that in the temporal evolution, due to mutual interaction of interacting 
particles when they are close enough or due to external interaction 
enforced by environment, an entangled state may become separable 
causing sudden splitting (decoherence) of an entangled state into 
separable states. This characterization further implies a measure in terms 
of the shortest distance between the given state and the set of separable 
states.  
                              The second approach utilizes the property satisfied by the 
lines  (rows, columns etc.) of the multimatrix of coefficients formed by 
the coefficients of states, namely, these lines of entries parallel to axes of 
multimatrix (rows, columns etc.) are proportional to each other when 
(and only when) the corresponding state is separable. This requirement of 
proportionality reveals us that the cause of decoherence of an entangled 
state is in the gaining of proportionality by the lines (rows, columns 
etc.) of the corresponding multimatrix of coefficients in the temporal 
evolution of that state, may be due to mutual interaction among the 
participant particles when then are close enough to influence each other 
or due to the enforced interaction with the surrounding. This 
characterization further imply two entanglement measures, one in terms 
of the difference between the supremum and infimum of ratios of the 
respective coefficients formed by taking pairs of the parallel lines (rows, 
columns etc.) and the other in terms of the count of nonsingular matrices 
of size two formed by 2×2 matrices formed by entries along the parallel 
lines of the multimatrix. 
   
2. The Bloch-Sphere-Like-Representation: A quantum bit, called qubit, 
is an element (a vector or state) in the 2D Hilbert space overC , the field 
of complex numbers. It is represented (using Dirac’s bra-ket notation) as  
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>+>>=Θ 1|0|| βα
                         …..  (2.1) 
     where βα ,  are, in general, complex numbers, 1|||| 22 =+ βα , and  
vectors }1|,0{| >>  form the basis of this 2D complex vector space. A 
useful geometric representation of these normalized vectors is through 
the idea of Bloch sphere. We can describe these vectors as points on a 
unit sphere called Block sphere and we can uniquely represent every state 
vector, defined in the above equation (2.1), as  
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     where numbers, piθθ ≤≤0, and piϕϕ 20, ≤≤ define a unique 
point associated with the state vector in equation (2.1) on a unit three 
dimensional sphere. 
        
2.1. Pure States: Suppose we have a two particle system and let 1H  and 
2H  be the 2D Hilbert spaces associated with these particles “1” and “2” 
respectively. Clearly, a pure state will be an element in the tensor product 
space 21 HHH ⊗=  and can be represented, similar to equation (2.1), as  
>+>+>+>>= 11|10|01|00|| 11100100 ααααψ  ….. (2.3) 
     where H>∈ψ| , the tensor product space, i.e. to 21 HHH ⊗= . As per 
the definition of separability, when the state >ψ|  will be separable there 
will exist two states 1| H>∈φ  and 2| H>∈χ such that >>>= χφψ ||| . 
Now, let us suppose that the state is separable. Thus, there exist states 
1| H>∈φ  and 2| H>∈χ such that >>>= χφψ ||| . Now, since 
1| H>∈φ  and 2| H>∈χ are single qubits we can express them as  
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                                                                                                    ….. (2.6) 
     where piθθ ≤≤ 21 ,0 and piϕϕ 2,0 21 ≤≤ . 
     We call the representation for the 2-qubit state as given in equation (2.6) 
the Bloch-sphere-like-representation for a bipartite pure state. Now, 
comparing the equations (2.3) and (2.6) we have the following easy 
result: 
 
     Theorem 2.1.1: A 2-qubit bipartite pure state, as the one given in 
equation (2.3), is separable if and only if there exist 2121 ,,, ϕϕθθ  such 
that piθθ ≤≤ 21 ,0 and piϕϕ 2,0 21 ≤≤ satisfying the relations 
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      Proof: Let the 2-qubit state ψ be separable, therefore we have a product 
form for this state as 
>>>= χφψ |||  
      where 1| H>∈φ  and 2| H>∈χ are single qubit states which have Bloch 
sphere representation. From this representation we can take the product 
and comparing we can see that the equations (2.7.1) to (2.7.4) will be 
satisfied.  
     Conversely, let there exist 2121 ,,, ϕϕθθ  such that piθθ ≤≤ 21 ,0 and 
piϕϕ 2,0 21 ≤≤ satisfying the relations (2.7.1) to (2.7.4) then taking 
those 2121 ,,, ϕϕθθ  we can construct 1| H>∈φ  and 2| H>∈χ in the 
form of equations like (2.4) and (2.5) such that given state can be 
expressed as  
>>>= χφψ |||  
      Hence etc.                                                                                   
 
      We now proceed to see that this result easily extends to multipartite pure 
states.  
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                              Suppose we have a system containing nparticles and let 
iH  be the 2D Hilbert space associated with thi −  particle among the 
particles. Clearly, a pure state will be an element in the tensor product 
space, nHHHH ⊗⊗⊗= L21 , and can be represented, like equation 
(2.3) given above, as  
>>= ∑
=
n
iiii
iiii iiii
n
n
L
L
L 321
2
1,,,
||
321
321αψ  ….. (2.8) 
 
     where H>∈ψ| , the tensor product space, nHHHH ⊗⊗⊗= L21 . 
As per the definition of separability, when the state >ψ|  will be 
separable there exist functions ii H>∈φ|  such that ∏
=
>>=
n
i
i
1
|| φψ . 
Now, let us suppose that the state is separable. Thus, there exist the 
functions ii H>∈φ|  such that 
                                       
∏
=
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n
i
i
1
|| φψ
                            ..... (2.9) 
     Now, since njH jj ,,2,1,| L=>∈φ  are single qubits so we can express 
them as  
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      By putting these Bloch sphere representations for >jφ| , in equation 
(2.9) we can build the representation for the given multipartite 2-qubit 
state like the one given in equation (2.6). The comparison of the 
coefficients of the representation for the given multipartite 2-qubit state 
with the respective coefficients in the representation for the same state 
given in equation (2.8) we can set up conditions like those given in the 
set of equations (2.7.1) to (2.7.4). We will thus have the following easy 
generalization of theorem 2.1 for the multipartite pure state. 
 
     Theorem 2.1.2: A 2-qubit multipartite pure state, as the one given in 
equation (2.8), is separable if and only if there exist jj ϕθ ,  such that 
piθ ≤≤ j0 and piϕ 20 ≤≤ j for all nj ,,2,1 L=  satisfying the 
relations 
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      Proof: The proof can be easily obtained by proceeding exactly on 
similar lines of the proof of theorem 2.1.                           
      
     Thus, a state is separable when it is a point on the generalized block 
sphere. 
      
     Remark 2.1.1: If we will be able to solve the equations (2.7.1) to (2.7.4) 
for the bipartite case and equations (2.10.1) to (2.10.n) for the 
multipartite case for θ ’s and φ ’s then we can decide about the 
separability of the given quantum state.  
     One way to process the equations (2.7.1) to (2.7.4) as follows: 
1) Multiplying equation (2.7.1) and (2.7.2) by their complex conjugate 
and adding them we get 
      
2
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
 
2) Multiplying equation (2.7.1) and (2.7.3) by their complex conjugate 
and adding them we get 
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
 
3) Finding 21 ,θθ and putting these values in (2.7.2) and (2.7.4) we find 
     21 ,φφ . 
Thus, if there exist θ ’s and φ ’s such that piθ ≤≤ j0 and 
piϕ 20 ≤≤ j for all 2,1=j  obtained from operations 1), 2), 3) above 
then the state given by equation (2.3) will be separable. 
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Remark 2.1.2: When a bipartite state will be separable we can see that 
by local operations and classical communications (LOCC) we can change 
},{ 11 φθ at one place and },{ 22 φθ  at the other place for two separated 
non interacting particles. Thus, by LOCC we can perform changes in the 
local sphere (sphere of a particle), a local part of the generalized Bloch 
sphere, and it is important to note at this point (and the reason to notice 
this here will be clear later) that such change does not affect the ratios of 
the coefficients }/{ 0100 αα  and }/{ 1110 αα . On the other hand, the 
quantities },,,{ 11100100 αααα  may keep on changing in the time 
through interactions with environment or due to mutual interaction when 
the particles are sufficiently close to influence each other such that the 
values of },{ 11 φθ  and },{ 22 φθ  that will emerge from this change may 
lead to fulfillment of  equations (2.7.1) to (2.7.4) leading to decoherence 
of given state due to landing of the coefficients },,,{ 11100100 αααα  into 
the solution set during such time evolution. 
 
Remark 2.1.3: By choosing the values for },{ 11 φθ  and },{ 22 φθ  in their 
given ranges with some predefined uniform spacing for the values to be 
taken one can generate the table of values for },,,{ 11100100 αααα  using 
equations (2.7.1) to (2.7.4) representing the separable states and use this 
table to find the distance of closest separable state for a given bipartite 
(as well as multipartite) entangled state as per the entanglement 
measure based on distance.  The distance between the given state and a 
state in the set of separable states can be taken as the positive root of the 
sum of squares of the differences of respective coefficients of identical 
basis vectors in terms of which the given state and a separable state under 
consideration is expressed. To find the shortest distance the infimum of 
all the distances obtained above between the given entangled state and 
states in the set of separable states is further obtained.  
 
2.2 . Mixed States: Mixed state is mixture of pure states. Suppose the 
quantum state of a quantum system is not exactly known, i.e. suppose it 
is in the mixture (ensemble) of pure states { >iψ| }, with probability ip  
for state >iψ| . We may express this situation as follows: 
                                          
∑ >=Ψ
i
iip ψ|                      ….. (2.12) 
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     where >iψ|  represents some pure state, and ∑ =
i
ip 1. Thus, a mixed 
state is nothing but a convex combination of pure states. Now, it is 
obvious from the definition that the state in equation (2.12) is separable 
mixed state if each >iψ|  in the equation (2.12) is separable. But, when 
some >iψ|  can be separable or entangled then can the state in equation 
(2.12) be separable?  
                              To answer this question we express each >iψ|  in the 
same basis formed by tensor product of individual Hilbert spaces 
associated with each particle, nHHHH ⊗⊗⊗= L21  and collect the 
coefficients of identical basis states together and express the given wave 
function in equation (2.12) as     
>>= ∑
=
n
iiii
iiii iiii
n
n
L
L
L 321
2
1,,,
||
321
321αψ     …. (2.13) 
     where ∑=
i
iiii
i
iiiii nn p LL 321321 αα . Thus, we adjust the expression in 
(2.12) and make it look like a 2-qubit multipartite pure state in this new 
expression given in (2.13) which is actually not a pure state but is a 
classical mixture of pure states. In brief, a function representing classical 
mixture of pure states is rewritten in a form that resembles a pure state by 
absorbing the multiplier probabilities. We will now have the following  
 
Theorem 2.1.2: A 2-qubit multipartite mixed state, as the one given in 
equation (2.12), when expressed as resembling to a multipartite pure state 
as in equation (2.13) is separable if and only if there exist jj ϕθ ,  such 
that piθ ≤≤ j0 and piϕ 20 ≤≤ j for all nj ,,2,1 L=  satisfying the 
relations 
                                      000
1 2
cos Lα
θ
=


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∏
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      Proof: The proof can be easily obtained by proceeding exactly on 
similar lines of the proof of theorem 2.1.                           
 
3. Separability and Proportionality in a Multimatrix: We now proceed 
with associating a multimatrix [1] with a state. For a bipartite state this 
multimatrix takes the form of an ordinary matrix and in the case of 
tripartite and higher ordered cases (i.e. multipartite states) we have a 
genuine multimatrix associated with such states. We show that a state is 
separable if and only if all the distinct parallel lines (rows, columns etc.) 
of entries of the associated multimatrix are proportional. This further 
implies that the associated multimatrix has rank one, or equivalently, all 
the determinants of two by two matrices formed by intersection of entries 
in any two distinct parallel lines, separated along some same axis vanish. 
This vanishing further trivially implies the vanishing of all the 
determinants of two by two matrices formed by entries on any two 
distinct parallel lines. (Lines: like rows/columns in ordinary sense of a 
matrix formed by entries in the multimatrix parallel to some axis). As 
stated in [1], the definition of multimatrix is as follows: 
      
     Definition 3.1: A multimatrix Z is an n dimensional lattice-like 
structure, having k elements on each lattice axis, containing in all nk  
lattice points, we represent Z as 
kkkZ LLLL 12||12|12= . The elements of Z are 
like: niiiia L321 , such that 1 ≤  ji  ≤  k.  
      
      Definition 3.2: If we fix the values of nrr iiiii ,,,,,, 1121 LL +−  and 
allow varying the value of ri in niiiia L321 then we have formed a line 
of entries in the multimatrix. 
      
       
     3.1: Pure States: We begin with a bipartite pure state in the two 
dimensional space, i.e. 2=k , and 2=n . Thus we are considering a 
compound system of two particles “1” and “2” with their associated 
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Hilbert spaces 1H  and 2H  and let the Hilbert space for this compound 
system be 21 HHH ⊗= . A pure state in this tensor product space can 
be expressed as  
>+>+>+>>= 11|10|01|00|| 11100100 ααααψ   ….. (3.1) 
     The multimatrix that we are going to associate with it is the one made up 
of associated coefficients, namely,  
                                      





=
1110
010012|12
αα
αα
                      ….. (3.2) 
     which in this case is an ordinary matrix. Now, let this state be separable 
and let  
                    >+>⊗>+>>= 1|0|()1|0|(| 1010 bbaaψ     ….. (3.3)   
     Now, if we take the tensor product and form the matrix like in (3.2) we 
have  
                                       





=
1101
100012|12
baba
baba
                   ….. (3.4) 
 
     It is clear to see that the rows (columns) of this matrix in equation (3.4) 
are proportional. This further implies that this matrix is of rank one. 
Also, in other words, the determinant of this matrix has zero value. 
                              Consider now the case of a tripartite pure state in the two 
dimensional space, i.e. 3=k , and 2=n . Thus we are considering a 
compound system of three particles “1”, “2” and “3” with their 
associated Hilbert spaces 1H , 2H  and 3H  and let the Hilbert space for 
this compound system be 321 HHHH ⊗⊗= . A pure state in this 
tensor product space can be expressed as  
                                            ∑
=
>>=
1
0,,
||
kji ijk
ijkdψ
                ….. (3.5) 
     The multimatrix that we are going to associate with it is the one made up 
of associated coefficients, namely,  
                == 12|12|12Z  
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     which in this case can be and so has been represented like a 3D box like 
form as shown above in which the coefficients of the state are written at 
respective appropriate corners of the box. Now, let this state be separable 
and let  
 
     )1|0|(1|0|()1|0|(| 101010 >+>⊗>+>⊗>+>>= ccbbaaψ   ..(3.6)   
      After taking tensor product this state can be expressed as  
                                     
                                  ∑
=
>>=
1
0,,
||
kji kji
ijkcbaψ
          ….. (3.7) 
      Thus by replacing kjiijk cbad →  everywhere in equation (3.5) and also 
in the box like structure given above representing the multimatrix one 
can check the proportionality of all the rows/columns (we call hereafter 
“rows/columns” of multimatrix simply as “lines” and they are actually 
the lines along or parallel to the axes of the box representing the 
multimatrix) of the multimatrix as is checked in equation (3.4) above. In 
other words, the determinant of any two by two matrix formed by any 
two distinct lines along same axis of this multimatrix has zero value. This 
further implies that actually the determinant of formed by entries on any 
two parallel lines vanishes. 
                              We now proceed to formally state the result for 
multipartite pure states: Suppose we have a system containing nparticles 
and let iH  be the 2D Hilbert space associated with thi −  particle among 
the particles. Clearly, a pure state will be an element in the tensor product 
space, nHHHH ⊗⊗⊗= L21 , and can be represented, like equation 
(3.5) given above, as  
>>= ∑
=
n
iiii
iiii iiiid
n
n
L
L
L 321
1
0,,,
||
321
321ψ  ….. (3.8) 
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     where H>∈ψ| , the tensor product space, nHHHH ⊗⊗⊗= L21 . 
As per the definition of separability, when the state >ψ|  will be 
separable there exist functions ii H>∈φ|  such that ∏
=
>>=
n
i
i
1
|| φψ . 
Now, let us suppose that the state is separable. Thus, there exist the 
functions ii H>∈φ|  such that 
                                       
∏
=
>>=
n
i
i
1
|| φψ
                            ..... (3.9) 
     Now, since njH jj ,,2,1,| L=>∈φ  are single qubits so we can express 
them as  
>+>>= 1|0|| 10 jjj aaφ  
      By putting these >jφ| , in equation (3.9) we can build the given 
multipartite 2-qubit state given in equation (3.11) below:  
 
>>= ∑
=
n
n
iiiiii i
iiiiaaa
n
n
LL
L
321
21
0,,,
1 ||
2
321
1
ψ
     ….. (3.10) 
 
     The comparison of the coefficients of in the equation (3.11) with those in 
equation (3.10) we should have the following equations to hold for the 
separability of this multipartite pure state:   
 
                                        
n
iiiiiii nn
aaad LL
21
21321
=         ….. (3.11) 
 
     We will thus have the following theorem 3.1 for the separability of 
multipartite pure states:  
 
     Theorem 3.1: A 2-qubit multipartite pure state, as the one given in 
equation (3.8), is separable if and only if all the distinct lines of the 
corresponding multimatrix are proportional, i.e. if and only if all the two 
by two determinants formed by lines along any same axis have zero 
value. 
     Proof: The proof follows from the condition (3.11) for separability.      
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     Remark 3.1: A bipartite pure quantum state is like the one given in 
equation (3.1) having an associated matrix given in equation (3.2). In 
order to measure its entanglement we find the ratios of matrix elements 
by choosing parallel lines along some axis. Thus, we find ratios 
{ 
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



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
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






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,
α
α
α
α }. When these ratios in each 
bracket {} are equal we have a situation like equation (3.4) producing the 
common ratio 





1
0
a
a
 for the ratios in the first curly bracket and 
producing the common ratio 





1
0
b
b
 for the ratios in the second curly 
bracket implying the proportionality of rows and columns (i.e. lines 
along same axis) and thus implying separability of the bipartite state. 
 
     Remark 3.2: When a bipartite pure state is entangled we will not have 
the two ratios in the curly brackets, i.e. { 











11
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α
α
α } as well as 
{ 











11
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,
α
α
α
α }, identical.  
 
     Remark 3.3: It can now be seen that one cannot increase entanglement 
by LOCC, e.g. for a set of two non interacting particles one can’t 
increase the entanglement for example a separable state cannot be 
entangled by LOCC. This is so because it can be seen easily that LOCC 
results in operations like: swapping of lines, or multiplication of all 
entries in a line by a constant and addition of them in the respective 
entries of some other line etc. i.e. interchange in the position of all the 
entries from some line to other and vice versa, and because of such 
exchange of entire lines or alteration of entire line in an identical way 
(and not a partly change) the proportionality relations among the lines 
do not change. In LOCC we operate (one after the other in a sequence) 
the multipartite state by operators like: 
 
IIIIIO ⊗⊗⊗⊗⊗⊗⊗= LL σ
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     where I  stands for Identity operator and σ  for some unitary operator. 
We can easily check that such action only leads to swapping among the 
parallel lines, or multiplication of all entries in a line by a constant etc. 
and therefore does not change the proportionality relations among the 
entries in the lines described in equation (3.4) for bipartite state.  
 
 3.2: Mixed States: Mixed state is mixture of pure states. Suppose the 
quantum state associated with a quantum system produced in the 
preparation procedure is not exactly known, i.e. suppose it is in the 
mixture (ensemble) of pure states { >iψ| }, with probability ip  for state 
>iψ| . We may express this situation as follows: 
                                          
∑ >=Ψ
i
iip ψ|                      ….. (3.12) 
     where >iψ|  represents some pure state, and ∑ =
i
ip 1. Thus, a mixed 
state is nothing but a convex combination of pure states. A separable pure 
state is a product state. Now, a mixed state is convex combination of such 
product states So, a mixed state will be obviously separable if it is a 
linear combination of separable pure states. Thus, a mixed state which is 
convex combination of pure separable states is always separable.  
                              But, if we are given a mixed state (a convex combination 
of pure states which may or may not be separable ones) does such a state 
separable? We now proceed to determine a criterion which will answer 
this question.  
                              The idea is same as done in section 2. We rewrite the 
mixed state so that it will resemble with a pure state though a mixed one. 
                              To answer the question we express each >iψ|  in the 
same basis formed by tensor product of individual Hilbert spaces 
associated with each particle, nHHHH ⊗⊗⊗= L21  and collect the 
coefficients of identical basis states together and express the given wave 
function in equation (2.12) as     
>>= ∑
=
n
iiii
iiii iiii
n
n
L
L
L 321
1
0,,,
||
321
321αψ     …. (3.13) 
     where ∑=
i
iiii
i
iiiii nn p LL 321321 αα . Thus, we adjust the expression in 
(3.12) and make it look like a 2-qubit multipartite pure state in this new 
expression given in (3.13) which is actually not a pure state but is a 
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classical mixture of pure states. In brief, a function representing classical 
mixture of pure states is rewritten in a form that resembles a pure state by 
absorbing the multiplier probabilities. We will now have the following  
 
Theorem 3.2: A 2-qubit multipartite mixed state, as the one given in 
equation (3.12), is separable if and only if when it is expressed as the one 
that resembles a multipartite pure state as in equation (3.13) and the 
associated multimatrix is formed then all the distinct lines of the 
corresponding multimatrix are proportional, i.e. if and only if all the two 
by two determinants formed by lines along any same axis have zero 
value. 
     Proof: The proof follows from the condition (3.11) for separability.      
 
Remark 3.4: We define entanglement measure in terms of the ratios of 
entries in two distinct parallel lines of the multimatrix forming usual 2×2 
matrices. For separable states the entries in two distinct parallel lines are 
proportional. Find ratios of entries in distinct parallel lines, directed 
along some same axis, and Let σ  andδ  denotes the supremum and 
infimum of among these ratios of entries in distinct parallel lines taken 
along the same axis then µ  = |σ −δ | will represent the entanglement 
measure. It is clear that when a state is separable the entries in all the 
parallel lines taken along some same axis (and this action is carried out 
for all axes) will be proportional and the supremum and infimum will be 
same, so µ  = 0, as desired. 
 
Remark 3.5: We can have a counting type entanglement measure in 
terms of the count of 2×2 nonsingular matrices. If the state is separable 
then the parallel lines taken along every axis in the multimatrix will be 
proportional and all 2×2 matrices will be singular producing zero value 
for this counting type entanglement measure. Also, from the nonsingular 
and singular 2×2 matrices we can determine respectively the direction of 
the dimension (axis) along which the system is entangled and the 
direction of the dimension (axis) along which the system is separable, i.e. 
we can determine that even though the wave function as a whole is not 
totally factorable into a product state there can exist a part of the wave 
function which can be taken out as a factor (separable part) and a part of 
the wave function which is entangled (entangled part). This can be used 
to determine the structure of the entangled state. For example, we can 
determine that a given tripartite state is a product of a separable state 
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belonging to Hilbert space associated with particle “1”, i.e. 1H , and an 
entangled state belonging to tensor product space of Hilbert spaces 
associated with particle “2” and “3”, i.e. 32 HH ⊗ . To elaborate this 
point we consider the following example which demonstrates that an 
entangled state can be partially factored and can be used to develop 
topography of a state, in the sense of entanglement and separability, in 
the total Hilbert space associated with the system of particles.  
 
Example of a Partially Entangled State: Consider the following tripartite 
state H>∈ψ| , where 321 HHHH ⊗⊗= . 
 
+>+>+>+>>= 011|010|001|000|| uducubuaψ
 
           
>+>+>+> 111|110|101|100| vdvcvbva
 . 
We now construct multimatrix corresponding to this state in the form of a 
box. At the eight corners of this box we write the coefficients of the basis 
states as follows: 
  
 
     It is clear to see that entries of 2×2 matrices formed by lines parallel to or 
separated along 1H  direction (X-axis) are proportional, while we cannot 
say about proportionality of entries of 2×2 matrices formed by lines 
parallel to or separated along 32 , HH  directions (Y-axis, Z-axis) unless 
(a/b = c/d). So, we can express the above given state as  
)11|10|01|00|()1|0|(| >+>+>+>⊗>+>>= dcbavuψ
 
 where, )11|10|01|00|( >+>+>+> dcba  is (may be) an entangled 
part. 
Remark 3.6: We have considered in this paper the case for which the 
individual Hilbert spaces associated with each individual particle are two 
va 
vb 
ua 
ub 
vd 
vc 
uc 
ud 
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dimensional. A generalization where the associated individual Hilbert 
spaces with individual particles are more than two dimensional is 
straightforward.  
 
Remark 3.7: The essential properties for an entanglement measure, like: 
nonnegativity, LOCC invariance, continuity, additivity etc. can be easily 
verified for all the three entanglement measures proposed in this paper.    
 
4. Characterization of Entanglement in terms of Density Matrix: 
Suppose a quantum state for a system is the classical mixture of quantum 
states,  i.e. suppose it is in the mixture (ensemble) of pure states 
{ >iψ| }, with probability ip  for state >iψ| . We may express this 
situation as follows: 
                                          
∑ >=Ψ
i
iip ψ|                      ….. (4.1) 
      where >iψ|  represents some pure state, and ∑ =
i
ip 1. The density 
operator or density matrix for the system is defined by the equation 
 
                                  ∑ ><=
i
iiip || ψψρ                     …… (4.2) 
      It is known that Sets of different states which are related through 
unitary matrix of complex entries generate same density matrix. It is 
a positive operator with trace equal to one, and has spectral 
decomposition   
                                     
∑ ><=
i
i ii ||λρ                         …… (4.3) 
      where >i|  are orthogonal and iλ  are real nonnegative eigenvalues of 
ρ . 
      If we have a composite system of n particles and suppose a particle say i 
is prepared in the density operator state iρ , then the composite density 
operator state of the system is nρρρ ⊗⊗⊗ L21 . 
      There is a simple criterion to decide whether a given quantum state 
represented by the density operator ρ  is a pure state or a mixed state. It 
can be seen that if we take trace of 2ρ , tr( 2ρ ), then it is less than 
equal to one and it is equal to one for pure states and less than one for 
mixed states.  
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                              The important question we want to address now is about 
how to determine whether a pure or mixed state is separable or entangled 
when we have only knowledge about the associated density matrix?  
                              In the section 3 we have obtained a criterion to decide 
about the separability of pure or mixed multipartite state (assuming the 
knowledge of its preparation for the mixed one, which is actually 
missing) in terms of the proportionality of lines of the associated 
multimatrix.  
     We now proceed to obtain the required criterion in terms of density 
matrix which doesn’t presume the complete knowledge about how the 
associated state was prepared.  
                              The density matrix associated with a bipartite state given 
in equation (3.1) with the associated multimatrix given in equation (3.2) 
is the following matrix: 
 
( )














=












=
*
1111
*
1011
*
0111
*
0011
*
1110
*
1010
*
0110
*
0010
*
1101
*
1001
*
0101
*
0001
*
1100
*
1000
*
0100
*
0000
*
11
*
10
*
01
*
00
11
10
01
00
αααααααα
αααααααα
αααααααα
αααααααα
αααα
α
α
α
α
ρ
 
  
     From the proportionality condition for the separability of a given state we 
have seen that for a state, like the one given by equation (3.1), the 
conditions mentioned in remark 3.2 should hold. This requirement 
translates in terms of the associated density matrix as follows: We should 
have identical ratios, taken element wise, for the first and second row as 
well as third and fourth row of the density matrix and further these ratios 
should be equal. This will lead to the requirement for separability in the 
language of state vectors, namely, 
                                         





=





11
10
01
00
α
α
α
α
                           …… (4.4) 
 
                              For a tripartite state the density matrix can be expressed 
as  
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( )*111*110*101*011*100*010*001*000
111
110
101
011
100
010
001
000
αααααααα
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
α
ρ


























=
…. (4.5) 
 
     For a tripartite state to be separable we have seen that for separability the 
2×2 matrices formed along the six faces of the box like representation 
should be singular. For example, for singularity of one such matrix, say, 






110100
111101
αα
αα
 we should have the proportionality relation 





=





110
111
100
101
α
α
α
α
 
     This requirement translates in terms of the associated density matrix 
given by equation (4.5) as follows: We should have identical ratios, taken 
element wise, for the sixth and fourth row as well as eighth and seventh 
row of the density matrix and further these ratios should be equal. Thus 
we can generate all such conditions required for separability in the 
language of density matrix. 
 
 Remark 4.1: Using the density matrix given for general pure of mixed 
multipartite state (whatever it may be) in the form like equation (4.5) and 
using the proportionality conditions in terms of 2×2 matrices of the 
associated multimatrix for the associated state we can translate these 
conditions to density matrix language. 
 
5. Factorization Algorithm: In this section we describe an important 
algorithm which throws full light on multipartite quantum states and 
determine their true structure. By proposing application of factorization 
algorithm on any given multipartite quantum state in this section we 
actually propose to reveal the true structure and nature of that quantum 
state under consideration. We will call a multipartite quantum state, 
>Ψ| ,  “completely separable” if it can be expressed as product of 
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single qubit states, ∏
=
>>=Ψ
n
i
i
1
|| φ
, i.e. there exist functions 
ii H>∈φ| , where iH  are 2-D complex Hilbert spaces, such that 
>+>>= 1|0|| 10 iii aaφ . In coarse language when we describe 
the given multipartite quantum state, >Ψ| , under consideration as 
separable we meant it to be completely separable and when it is not 
completely separable we call it entangled, but we don’t say anything 
about how much entangled it is. We will call hereafter a multipartite 
quantum state “completely (or maximally) entangled” if it doesn’t have 
any kind of any (lower dimensional) factor. It is natural to expect that in 
general a multipartite quantum state will neither be completely separable 
nor it will be completely (or maximally) entangled, but it will be 
something in between. Thus, in general, a multipartite quantum state  
 
                
>>=Ψ ∑ rllll llllb r LL 321|| 321           …..(5.1) 
 
     could be actually a tensor product of some (lower dimensional) 
completely (or maximally) entangled multipartite sub-states. Thus, in the 
equation (5.1) let ∑
=
=
n
i
ikr
1
and let ∏
=
⊗ >>=Ψ
n
i
ki
1
|| ψ
, where 
∑ >>= iiki kjjjk jjja LL 21|| 21ψ  , i.e. let >ikψ|  be one of the 
maximally entangled sub-state and thus >Ψ|  is made up of tensor 
product of such maximally entangled sub-states. By looking at the 
multipartite quantum state given to us as given in equation (5.1) we 
cannot know about what maximally entangled factors this quantum state 
is having so that we can understand the complete structure and nature of 
this multipartite quantum state as given in equation (5.1). The aim of this 
section is to put forward an algorithm which will factor the wave 
function given in (5.1) into maximally entangled sub-states, i.e. we find 
all maximally entangled sub-states, 
∑ >>= iiki kjjjk jjja LL 21|| 21ψ  such that the given wave-
function in equation (5.1) gets expressed as  
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∏
=
⊗ >>=Ψ
n
i
ki
1
|| ψ
                 …… (5.2) 
     where factors >ikψ|  in the tensor product are the maximally 
entangled sub-states of >Ψ| . Thus,  our algorithm determine all the 
(noncommutaing) factors of different lengths from left to right such that 
the given wave-function gets an expression in terms of tensor product of 
these completely (or maximally) entangled factors! 
 
Algorithm 5.1:  
1) Let given wave-function >Ψ|
 be as given in equation (5.1). We try to 
factorize the given wave-function >Ψ| as follows: 
1100 {}]1|[{}]0|[| ⊗>+⊗>>=Ψ aa , where, 
}1,0{, 10 ∈aa . Here, we get following three cases: 0,1 10 == aa , 
or, 1,0 10 == aa , or, 1,1 10 == aa . In first case we can express  
0{}0|| ⊗>>=Ψ . In second case we have 1{}1|| ⊗>>=Ψ . For 
the third case we need to  
2) Check whether 01 {}{} k= , k a constant. If yes, then >Ψ|  has a 
linear factor at leftmost position and wave-function can be expressed as 
010 {}]1|0|[| ⊗>+>>=Ψ kaa . In this third case 
if 01 {}{} k=  is not true then >Ψ|  has no linear factor at leftmost 
position and we proceed to next step, namely,  
3) We write given wave function >Ψ|  as follows: 
1111
101001010000
{}]11|[
{}]10|[{}]01|[{}]00|[|
⊗>+
⊗>+⊗>+⊗>>=Ψ
a
aaa
where }1,0{},,,{ 11100100 ∈aaaa . Here also we will get different cases 
as above with 
}10,10,10,10{ 11100100 oraoraoraora ==== . Among 
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these cases the case }1,1,1,1{ 11100100 ==== aaaa is important 
and with little thought other cases can be easily sorted out as special cases or 
otherwise. So we consider only this case of  
}1,1,1,1{ 11100100 ==== aaaa . Therefore, proceed to 
4) Check whether 000101 {}{} k= , 001010 {}{} k= , 
001111 {}{} k= , where ijk are constants. If yes, then >Ψ|  has a 
bipartite factor at leftmost position and has factorization: 
0011111010010100 {}]11|10|01|00|[| ⊗>+>+>+>>=Ψ akakaka
 
If equations 000101 {}{} k= , 001010 {}{} k= , 001111 {}{} k= etc. are 
not true then >Ψ|  has no maximally entangled bipartite factor at leftmost 
position and we proceed to next step, namely,  
5) We write given wave function >Ψ|  as follows: 
∑ ⊗>>=Ψ 321321 {}]|[| 321 iiiiii iiia , where }1,0{321 ∈iiia  
Here also we consider the important case in which all 1321 =iiia . As 
previous, we check whether 000{}{} 321321 iiiiii k= . If yes, then >Ψ|  has 
a tripartite factor at leftmost position and has factorization: 
∑ ⊗>>=Ψ 000321 {}]|[| 321321 iiika iiiiii , where 321 iiik are 
constants and 1000 =k . 
If the equations : 000{}{} 321321 iiiiii k= , do not hold then >Ψ|   has no 
maximally entangled tripartite factor at leftmost position and we proceed to 
next step: 
6) In cases where relations like 000{}{} 321321 iiiiii k= , or (by proceeding 
further as previous cases) if relations like 
0000{}{} 321321 LLL kiiiiiii kk =  hold then we can pull out a leftmost 
factor and express 
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∑ ⊗>>=Ψ 0000321 {}]|[| 321321 LLL L kiiiiiiii iiiika kk . But 
when relations like 0000{}{} 321321 LLL kiiiiiii kk = do no hold We 
continue in this way till finally we will reach to the conclusion that 
>Ψ|
 is already maximally entangled and has no factors at all.  
7) But the moment we reach a case where we have relations like 
0000{}{} 321321 LLL kiiiiiii kk =  hold good and we can pull out a 
leftmost factor and express 
∑ ⊗>>=Ψ 0000321 {}]|[| 321321 LLL L kiiiiiiii iiiika kk then at 
this instant ∑ >]|[ 321321321 kiiiiiiii iiiika kk LLL is our first 
leftmost factor in the factorization and now we set 0000{}| L>=Ψ  and 
we go to step 1) of the algorithm and proceed as previous with this new 
wave-function as our starting wave-function >Ψ|  and we continue as 
previous for checking for the existence of linear factors, bipartite 
maximally entangled factors….etc. and so on. This procedure (algorithm) 
will finally yield a factorization for >Ψ|  in terms of maximally 
entangled factors, i.e. we will achieve  ∏
=
⊗ >>=Ψ
n
i
ki
1
|| ψ
 a tensor 
product made up of maximally entangled factors,    
∑ >>= iiki kjjjk jjja LL 21|| 21ψ . 
                                                                                                        
6. Speeding Factorization: As seen in the previous section we try to 
check and find factors of wave function >Ψ|  starting with linear 
factors and so on. In the above discussion we have tried to locate 
linear, quadratic, etc. factors from left side.  The same procedure can 
be possible to carry out identically to locate factors from right side 
instead of left side as discussed below. Suppose given wave function 
is as given in (5.1), i.e.  
    
>>=Ψ ∑ rllll llllb r LL 321|| 321  
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            then we try to rewrite it as   
+>>>=Ψ ∑ −
−
0||| 132101321 rllll llllb r LL
>>∑ −
−
1|| 132111321 rllll llllb r LL  
i.e. >>Ψ+>>Ψ>=Ψ 1||0||| 10 , where  
>>=Ψ ∑ −
−
132100 || 1321 rllll llllb r LL  , 
>>=Ψ ∑ −
−
132111 || 1321 rllll llllb r LL  
We then further check whether >Ψ>=Ψ 01 || k  and if yes then we 
have a linear factor to >Ψ|  . Thus ]1|0[||| 0 >+>⊗>Ψ>=Ψ k . 
When linear factor is absent we try to locate bipartite (quadratic) factor. 
As per the steps done above for linear case, we carry out similar steps for 
bipartite case and express >Ψ|  as follows: 
      ∑ >>Ψ>=Ψ ijij |||  where ∑ >>Ψ −
−
21|| 21 ruviiuv iib r LL . 
Our aim in this section is to discuss about a quantum procedure to collect 
speedily various terms in given >Ψ|  and construct speedily the various 
wavefunctions >Ψi|  , >Ψij| , >Ψijk| , >Ψ mijkL|  etc. out of 
>Ψ|
. Thus our aim is to construct various terms of the type 
>>Ψ mjjj jjjm LL 21|| 21  out of >Ψ|  for every chosen fixed vector 
>mjjj L21| . 
     Our General procedure discussed above to determine factors in speedy 
way is also possible and can be easily adopted from the following simple 
algorithm which actually solves following more general problem. 
       
      A Problem:  
        
Let mn >>>=Ψ 000|000|| 0 LL  
      Let mnnnm
n iiiIH >>>=Ψ⊗>=Ψ ∑⊗ 000||
2
1|| 2101 LL
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      Let the function defined by the unitary operator fU  be defined as   
>⊕>>→> )(|||:| xfdxdxU f  
     i.e.  mnnnnf iiifiiiU ∑ >>>=Ψ>=Ψ )(||2
1|| 212112 LL
 
Thus, we have 
∑ >>>=Ψ>=Ψ mmnn
n
f jjjiiiU LL 212112 ||
2
1||
 
where )()( 2121 nm iiifjjj LL = . 
We now choose fixed ket mmttt >L21| , for second register and 
our aim is to find the part of the above wavefunction >Ψ2|   that 
consists of those terms for which the second register is mmttt >L21| , 
i.e. the collection of those terms nniii >
''
2
'
1| L in the first register such 
that =)( ''2'1 niiif L )( 21 mttt L . Thus our aim is to detect (by 
measurement, i.e.) by amplitude amplifying the amplitude of the state 
∑
=
>>
mn tttiiif
mmnn tttiiiN
LL
LL
21
''
2
'
1 )(
21
''
2
'
1 ||1
, where 
N
1
 is 
normalizing factor. We now discuss the  
 
Algorithm:  
1) We take starting state  
     )(000|| mns +>>= L . For fixed ket mmttt >L21| , we 
define target state as  
      
∑
=
>>>=
mn tttiiif
mmnn tttiiiN
t
LL
LL
21
''
2
'
1 )(
21
''
2
'
1 ||1|
, where 
N
1
 is 
normalizing factor.  
Also we take  
     
)( mnHU +⊗= , ||211 sss ><−= ,  
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||211 ttt ><−= ,  
     tsUUQ 11 +−= . It is easy to check that  
      
|||4||2||21 ttsUsUUssUttQ ><><−><+><+−= ++
 It is easy to check that  
>>⊂Ψ>⊂ sUt ||| 2 , where symbol ""⊂  stands 
for “(left side) is contained in (right side)” 
 
2) We find >sUQk |  where mk 2=  and further we can easily 
verify that .1|||| 2 ≈>< sUQt k  
Note that this algorithm can be easily adopted to collect factors of  
>Ψ|
 discussed in section 5. It is important to further note that the 
number of steps required to collect the terms in the second register 
(which all map to mmttt >L21|  ) are independent of the length 
of the vectors in the first register as well as the number of terms in the 
first register which all map to mmttt >L21|  in the second 
register!! The number of steps depend only on the length of (or the 
dimension of the vector space depicted by) the second register. 
Whatever may the count of the terms in the first register which all map 
to mmttt >L21| , in the second register under the map defined by 
fU  still they all will be collected only in 
mk 2=
 steps!! 
 
Example: Let 120 0|00|| >>>=Ψ  
Let 1221201
2
1 0||
2
1|| >>>=Ψ⊗>=Ψ ∑⊗ iiIH
 
Let 
>>+>+>>+>>=Ψ>=Ψ 1|}10|01{|0|}11|00[{|
2
1|| 12 fU
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i.e. 
]101|011|110|000[|
2
1|| 12 >+>+>+>>=Ψ>=Ψ fU
 
We choose fixed ket >=> 1|| 21 mmttt L . Thus our aim is to 
detect (by measurement with high probability, i.e.) by amplitude 
amplifying the amplitude of the target state 
]101|011[|
2
11|]10|01[|
2
1| >+>>=>+>>=t
. We 
take starting state >>= 000|| s , 3⊗= HU  
We find ]111|000[|8
1| >++>−>= LsQU
 
                                    
]101|011[|
2
1
>+>+
 
                                    
]111|000[|
8
2
>++>+ L
 
                                    
]111|000[|
8
1
>++>− L
 
                               
]101|011[|
2
1
>+>=
. 
Thus the amplitude of desired state got amplified so that the amplitude 
square of the desired wavefunction becomes unity!!  
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